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Start every day in style: A centuryâ€™s worth of chic  Â    Best-dressed but busy? Keep on track of

your schedule and your style with TASCHENâ€™s 365 Day-By-Day Fashion, the calendar you can

use year after year. Each day you&#39;ll enjoy an inspiring image and quote from 100 years of

looks, trends and glamor, as well as that reassuring feeling of marking every day with the turn of a

page. On special dates, youâ€™ll also learn the birthdays of fashionâ€™s most fabulous figures,

bringing a little extra creative inspiration to your desktop.  Â   Text in English, French, and German
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It arrived in perfect condition. The photos are beautiful and inspiring and the quality of the pages are

great. Each page has an inspiring quote that comes with the day. I go through it every morning for a

little energy boost. The only issue is that there are a few errors in the book. What's cool about this

book is that it lists the birthdays of fashion icons for each day. What isn't cool is that I've already

found two errors in the birthdays and I've only had it for a week (just to name a couple: Isabel

Toledo and Grace Coddington were placed on the wrong dates.) So that was a huge bummer

because there are probably more errors that I haven't found yet and I find that frustrating.But if you

overlook some of the errors, it's a fine collection of vintage ads from the past that could help give

you that inspiration boost each morning. It's really up to you whether you find the errors distracting

or not.



I am far from a fashionista. I shop mostly at my local Good Will stores, I still enjoyed this page a day

book. I may not be up on my designers but the vintage ads and crisp photography are equally

compelling. The quotes from fashion notables are not really my cup of tea but even some of those

are fun. Even I, a fashion bumpkin learned a lot simply by having this book around.

Cute Coffee table book collection of advertisements.I wish this book had more to offer in the way of

informative articles or some sort of content pertaining to the brands and the times. This is strictly a

collection of advertisements, there is no written commentary.

We had one of these in our room at an upscale hotel in Dallas, and thought it would make a great

coffee table book. Regardless of your age, these ads will either bring back memories, or if nothing

else educate you on the marketing approach of the times with very familiar products. I am not a

"marketing" person, actually an Accountant, and if this impressed me, it should impress anyone !

Walk through the ads of the past some of which I still remember.

This is a nice book and provides some background into fashion ads through the years. I bought it to

acquire more ideas for my visual projects with the goal of gaining at least 1 new idea. I achieved this

goal.The book is not expensive and it is thick and also looks good in your art library. Comes with a

built in red page marker also.

Book is packed with great reproductions of the ads in the day when thought and talent went into the

making of this art form. I know, the "good old days" bit but so true. Not your usual book found on

tables but unresistable to just peek then find yourself turning pages!

It was as I expected it, great!
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